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 Lyft and Uber Ride Services from GHBC
(last  update Oct-23-2018)

The Lyft and Uber ride services are convenient and economical ways to travel to local
destinations.  The easiest way to use them is via a smart phone, and the procedure works
like this:

[1] Setup Before Using The Service.  Download the app from the Apple or Google Play
Store and set up your account.  Prices and services between the two are fairly
comparable, although for a specific location and time of day, one may offer a better
price or a faster arrival than the other.  Since it doesn’t cost anything to set up an
account, it might be worthwhile to set up both Lyft and Uber, so for any particular
trip, you can select which is best for you.

Setup consists of creating an account for which you enter:
[a] Name
[b] Credit card number, expiration date and security code validation 
[c] Zip code of the credit card billing address
[d] Email address
[e] Phone number for the account.  (It doesn’t have to be a smart phone, but it does

have to accept text messages pertaining to your rides.)

By creating an account you are authorizing Lyft or Uber to charge your credit card
for every ride you take.

[2] Taking a Trip:

[a] Enter a Ride Request.  Use the app to enter the destination you want to go to.
(The app will figure out your location from your phone’s GPS, but you can
modify this if you want to be picked up at a different location nearby).  Once
your ride is entered into the system, it will be displayed to all drivers for that
service who are in the vicinity.

[b] Select a Ride.   You will be offered a selection of rides from those riders who
are willing to go to the destination you want.  Each ride will have an estimated
time for the vehicle to get to your pickup location and to arrive at the
destination.  Prices will vary based on the size of the vehicle and the time of day
(rush-hour prices are usually higher).  There are also  car-sharing options, which
can reduces prices if you’re willing to share a vehicle with other riders going to
destinations near yours.

Once you select a ride, the price is locked in – except for whatever you may
choose to tip after the trip is over.

[c] Wait for Pick-Up.   While you wait, the app displays on a map the vehicle’s
progress to your location.  It also displays the driver’s name, photo,  vehicle
model and license number, so that you can recognize it when the vehicle
approaches.   The driver has your name – and a photo if your account has one –
so that (s)he can find the right person.
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[d] Ride to Your Destination.    When you arrive at your destination, your credit
card will be charged the amount agreed in step [b].

[e] Rate Your Ride And/or Add a Tip.   After you leave the vehicle, you will
receive an Email that is your receipt.  It will tell you the amount charged (as
agreed to in step [b]); the distance traveled; and pickup and drop-off times.  In
addition, it allows you to :

o Rate the Trip.  You can give the ride 0-5 stars based on things such as
cleanliness and comfort of the vehicle; skill of the driver; timeliness of
pickup  and dropoff.

o Add A Tip.   If you thought the driver gave good service, you can add a
tip.  The amount is up to you.

In giving a rating and determining whether (and how much) to tip, bear in mind
that drivers also rate their riders.  When you are requesting a ride, drivers can
see your rating and that may affect how many bid for your ride.

The following pages explain in more detail how each of these steps work.

It’s also possible to use Uber or Lyft without a smart phone, as long as you:
o Have a phone # to receive text messages.
o Set up a credit card account to pay the bill.

Information sources:
www.ridester.com/
YouTube how-to’s
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Terminology

o Lyft.   6 vehicle modes are:
Lyft Standard Lyft car for up to 4 riders
Share Share a car with riders going same way to save $
Lux Luxury car for up to 4 riders
Lux Black Premium car with leather seats for up to 4 riders
Lux XL SUV for up to 6 riders
Lux Black XL Premium SUV with leather seats for up to 6 riders

Other modes include: Scooter Compact scooter for a single rider
Car Seat ehicle fitted with a child’s car seat
Wheelchair accessible (set app to enable accessibility
needs)

If you bring your own car seat, there may be a charge of up to $10 to reflect time
needed to install and remove the seat.

o Uber.  6 vehicle modes are:
UberX Regular Car for Up to 4 Riders
UberXL Regular SUV for Up to 6 Riders
UberSUV Luxury SUV for up to 6 Riders
UberBlack High-End Rides with Professional Drivers
UberSelect High-End Rides for Up to 4 Riders
UberWAV Affordable Rides in Wheelchair-Accessible Vehicles

In UberSpeak, a “high-end ride” is a fancier vehicle (with leather seats and other
amenities).  

There are 2 ways to save money by sharing a ride with strangers:
Pool Door-to-Door Service for you and up to 3 other Uber customers
Express Pool You share a ride with up to 3 other Uber customers.  You may

have to walk a short way to your pickup location and/or from
your dropoff location and there may be pickup(s) and/or
dropoff(s) along the way. This may be the most economical
choice.

These are the icons >>>
displayed on phone >>>
for each mode of >>>
vehicle.
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Sample Uber Screens from GHBC

Actual screenshots from ride request to “King St Metro” on Saturday , October 14, 2018.

Screen [1] (left) asks where you want to go.  In this case, last Uber trip was picked up at
5610 Columbia Pike, so that is offered as a possible destination. The app knows that the
address is “3440 S Jefferson St” from the phone’s GPS.  The six black icons near Baileys
Crossroads are vehicles available to pick you up.

Screen [2] (right) shows three ride choices.  UberX can pick you up in 3 minutes, and will
cost you $14.26 to get to King St Metro by about 7:24.  The pool options will leave later
and might involve walking a short way, but can save you from $2-5.

On Screen [1], the car-and-clock icon to the right of “Where to?” can be used to request a
ride up to 30 days in advance.
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Sample Lyft Screens from GHBC

Actual screenshots from ride request to “King St Metro” on Saturday , October 14, 2018.

Screen [1] (left) asks where you want to go.  In this case, last Lyft destinations on this
phone were Kenmore Middle School and Langston Brown Center, so those are offered as 
possible destinations.  The app knows that the address is “3440 S Jefferson St” from the
phone’s GPS.

Screen [2] (right) shows two ride mode choices.  “Lyft” mode can pick you up in 4
minutes, and will cost $10.63 to get to King St Metro by about 7:25.  “Shared” mode will
leave later (but doesn’t involve walking), but can save you almost $2 and will get you
there by 7:30.  (Prices may be cheaper than Uber because of introductory rider credit.)

On Screen [2], the “Schedule” icon at the lower right can be used to request a ride up to 7
days in advance.




